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Abstract. The project „Knowledge Management of the
Czech Armed Forces (CAF) Network Enabled Capability
(NEC)” is the first research project dealing with the
problems of knowledge acquisition, processing, and their
use in the Czech military. The project started with analysis
of the knowledge approaches and tools that could support
the NEC area. The main goal of the project is to suggest a
knowledge system of the process administration in the CAF
NEC. The solution principles and methodology are
described. The basic terms are depicted. Topic Maps (TM),
the theoretical base of the solution, are explained; ideas of
the knowledge system are mentioned, and proposed
methodology is described. The prepared system should
support the organisation of information, the knowledge
acquisition, record the results of the NEC building, and
assure the quality of the CAF NEC survey for the decision
support process.
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1. Introduction
The aim of the Defence Research Project “Knowledge
Management of the CAF NEC - MENTAL” [1] is “To
carry out the analysis of knowledge approaches, ontologies
and ontology languages, and to assess their suitability for
using them in the CAF; to evaluate the security state
solution in the CAF NEC; to formalize the CAF NEC
strategy and develop an encyclopaedia of NEC terms; to
propose a methodology for knowledge systems
development in the CAF; to develop Command and Control
Information System (C2 IS) and NEC security ontologies;
to elaborate a knowledge system proposal in the CAF NEC
administration and to implement it.” The accomplishment
of the project is assured by successful cooperation of
researchers from the University of Defence with the
TOVEK and AION companies.

2. Topic maps – theoretical base of the
knowledge system
Why will the solution of the knowledge system be
based on the Topic Maps principle? The main reason is that
knowledge representation is intuitive; it keeps information
in context, and conforms to human thinking more than other
knowledge organisation principles. The TM model consists
of the three basic elements: topic, association between
topics, and occurrences of the topics.
Topic Maps are standardized in ISO/IEC 13250:2003.
The new promising development possibilities of the TM
include filtering by scopes, TM merging and Topic Map
Query Language (TMQL).
The topic contains denominated subject of interest. It
stands for a subject we want to discuss; it is its substitute in
the computer. Each topic represents just one subject. It is a
place in Topic Maps where all known information on the
given subject is available by means of relations and
occurrences.
Subject is a part of the real world, which is described
in a Topic Map. Each subject is represented by one topic in
a Topic map and it can be anything: a person, thing, entity,
process, etc. The subject is unambiguously addressed by
identifiers:
• Subject Locator – for information sources.
• Subject Identifier – for other subjects.
Subject Locator stands for the subject; it is an
information source accessible in a computer system, it is
addressable in URL (Uniform Resource Locator).
Associations represent relationships between topics,
are bidirectional, and express relationship between
subjects; they are not oriented and may have an arbitrary
form:
• Unary – represents the characteristic of a subject, e. g.
has-seaside.
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• Binary – forms a relation between two subjects, e. g.
is-a member of an organization.

combine pieces of the knowledge map easily and to define
faceted views for different users and groups.

• N-nary – generic relation, e. g. export (from where,
where, commodity).

The WEBnet CMS knowledge portal will enable users
to navigate through the knowledge base and to insert
dynamic occurrences represented by structured queries. The
.NET Client Knowledge Portal will enable users to search
information, and to browse information resources related to
key NEC concepts. This will enable users of the system to
see all available information about NEC in the context.
The context helps users to deduce findings for the decision
support.

Occurrences are formed by information relevant to a
given topic; they can refer to information or they might just
contain it. There are two types of occurrences:
1.

Internal occurrence that represents the topic
characteristics and is placed directly in the Topic
Map.

2.

External occurrence as a reference to an external
information source. It connects the information
and the knowledge layers.

3. Functions of CAF NEC Knowledge
Management System
The system is supposed to support the management of
information sources on the NEC, development of the
knowledge base on the NATO NEC, recording of the
outcomes of the NEC building in the CAF and deduction of
findings for decision support in the CAF.
The full text server will enable retrieving information
from heterogeneous information sources in a unified way.
The full text server will be connected to selected
information sources on the NEC using gateways and
spiders. Gathered pieces of information will be normalized
using filters and indexed. This will make the content
searchable and ready for the full text analysis.
Tools for full text analysis and visualization will be
used to analyze the content of information sources. The tool
for content analysis will enable to find key concepts in the
large content. The tool for context analysis will aid
organizing pieces of information related to the selected
concepts. The result of full text analysis will be the
knowledge map describing key concepts and relations
between them as well as related information resources. The
knowledge map will be then visualized and consolidated
using tool for visual analysis including net analysis and
charting. The important part of the knowledge map will be
“dynamic occurrences” – a full text queries that will allow
users of to find resources related to NEC key concepts.
These queries will be also used for automated
categorization of the information assets by the full text
server.
The Knowledge Map created using analytical tools
will be the basis of the knowledge base, where will be the
knowledge map stored in the Topic Maps format, managed
and updated. The TM format is very suitable for this case,
as it is tailored for describing concepts, relations between
them and related information resources. TM also enables to

4. The system technology of CAF NEC
knowledge management
It is supposed that for the development of CAF NEC
Knowledge Management (KM) System technological
architecture is to be employed. It includes several
component parts (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Technological architecture of CAF NEC Knowledge
Management

WEBnet CMS is a complex system for content
management. It is based on a document which is built into a
topic tree; it can be in knowledge base. It operates in
client/server mode; web browser is the client.
Tovek Server is an application for processing a large
number of unstructured data; it offers unified approach to
miscellaneous data sources. Its functions include indexing,
searching and categorizing.
Tovek Tools are a set of client applications for
carrying out analyses and providing outlines. Its application
includes Index manager, Tovek Agent, InfoRating, Query
Editor, and Tovek Harvester.
i2 Analyst’s Notebook facilitates visual data analysis,
including net analysis and, consequently, the presentation
of outcomes which are mainly in the form of diagrams and
charts.
AToM2 is an application which produces knowledge
deposit created and organized in line with Topic Maps
standard. It facilitates knowledge base creation
management and development.
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WEBnet Knowledge Portal is a presentation layer of
the knowledge system content. It enables users to see
information in the context. It solves the user administration
and interconnection with other knowledge bases.
.NET Client Knowledge Portal is a presentation web
layer connected to Tovek Server. It enables common users
to retrieve information from information sources on NEC
using full text searches. It also enables users to navigate
through the content of information sources on NEC using
categorization trees / taxonomies generated from
knowledge base held in AToM2.
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•

Both internal and external information resources
will be analyzed with sophisticated analytical tools
(Tovek Server, Tovek Tools).

•

Results will be maintained as a controlled
vocabulary according wide used multilingual
thesauri standards (ISO 5964); converted them to
TM is one of essential parts of the ontology
managed by TM engine (AToM2).

•

“Living” terminology with ability of reflection on
changes in new resources will be the result.

•

The multilingual thesauri will support hierarchies
of terms (parent-child relations); base names and
alias names; terms definitions, where all terms
base + alias names and their definitions could exist
in various languages; establishment of symmetric
links between terms.

5. Lifecycle of the CAF NEC KM
system development
It was above mentioned that MENTAL is the first
knowledge management project in the CAF. Proposed
methodology is a product of the cooperation company
AION. Methodology will be tested in the project and could
await any changes or corrections of the lifecycle steps.
Lifecycle of the CAF Knowledge Management System
consists of following stages:

5.1.2 Encyclopaedia of the NEC terms
preparation
•

This part represents further enhancement of the
terminology (based on multilingual thesauri
standards) to more complete ontology targeted on
end-user:

1.

Ideas forming.

o

new topic types will be created,

2.

Requirements definition.

o

3.

Architecture design.

new associations (based on TM
principles) between terms will be
established,

4.

Ontology development.

o

5.

Data conversion and content creation.

new properties and occurrence types to
external information resources will be
setting up.

6.

System implementation.

7.

System testing.

8.

User feedback management.

•

5.1 Ideas forming
This section collects ideas what the CAF NEC
Knowledge System should be about and how it should
work. For more transparency is the section divided in 3
parts.

5.1.1 Terminology unification
•

Achievement the same level of understanding of
problem domain by various users is the common
problem in knowledge systems.

•

Education the team members in knowledge
management.

•

Currently used terms describing the NEC problem
domain will be gathered by our experts; the
relevant set of source documents will be defined.

Comprehensive editorial system for management
all this stuff by adding and maintaining instances
of topic types, occurrences, associations,
properties by the team of editors will be
initialized:
o

ontology will be maintained by internal
domain experts only,

o

instances can be created and maintained
by both by internal and external users
equipped with proper editorial rights.

•

Another part of the encyclopaedia editorial
system will be complete content management
system which will provide article management
capabilities to users expected from such kinds of
systems.

•

The comprehensive knowledge and information
solution as a source for the web portal will be a
result.
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5.1.3 Knowledge based web portal with the
features forming
•

Register view based on topic types (1 topic type =
1 register view).

•

Full text search capabilities; at first in topic map;
at second in unstructured content, and browsing in
TM.

•

Topic view for topic details including all
occurrences and associations.

•

“Anonymous” functionality for not registered
users; personalized functionality for registered
users; up-to-date web design.

•

New topics view, random topic view, most
displayed topics view.

•

Administration interface for controlling the system
behaviour.

•

Browsing and retrieval the system – web interface
for end-users.

5.4 Ontology development
•

Methodology of the ontology development is
depicted in Figure 2; in this figure we can
recognise that ontology development is formed
mainly thru iteration processes.

•

These iteration processes should be always
verified by the reality and the mature methodology
for ontology preparation of the CAF will be one of
the final project results.

5.2 Requirements definition
•

Full text indexation of the new resources without
control; handling with indexed metadata
(variability of indexes); wide analytical
possibilities of the indexed content.

•

Automated monitoring of information resources;
once relevant information is included (e.g.
document with terms which are matters of
concern); editors should be notified or alerted.

•

Import new instances of ontology classes (topic
instances, occurrences, associations) by batch
processing; comfort maintaining instances of
ontology classes manually by editors.

•

Openness for ontology modifications with no
necessity to re-code web portal applications;
complete and secure accessibility of the editors via
internet.

•

Using methodological rules in building and
maintaining the ontology; modification and
correction of the methodology steps.

5.3 Architecture design
•

Ontology building and system maintenance –
internal interface for ontology designer (editor
with special rights).

•

Controlled content management system (instances
of classes) – web based interface for editors.

•

Unstructured content research system – interfaces
to analytical tools for editors accessible via
internet (terminal connection).

Fig. 2. Ontology development stages of the CAF NEC
Knowledge Management System

5.5 Data conversion, and content creation
•

Instances of classes creation – using TM methods
and routines; this means topic types, associations,
occurrences, roles, names, scopes.

•

This stage also covers content creation - that
means establishing, editing, and finalizing all
documents.

5.6 System implementation
•

Establishment of all kinds of interfaces to match
goals, requirements and architecture design
described in 5.1 - 5.3 stages.

•

Due to rational management of the system
infrastructure (servers, operating systems, database
software), the system will be partly outsourced by
project partners (http://unob.aion.cz).

5.7 System testing
•

Due to novelty of the system, the verification of all
project parts and parameters is strongly
recommended
(usability,
correctness,
and
benchmark).
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•

The successful testing phase of the project must be
accepted before launching project to end-users.

5.8 User feedback management
•

User satisfaction will be permanently monitored to
ensure that the system fulfils the end-users
requirements and needs.

6.Conclusion
The development of CAF NEC Knowledge
Management System is at its starting point. Nevertheless,
the research team has managed prerequisites for its
successful creation. Particularly, a number of basic data on
knowledge systems have been collected, the preparation of
researchers has been commenced and the conception
solution has been designed.
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